Open Archives Initiative for DSAL

Background

The DSAL initiative involves making DSAL resources available to end-users through one interface using the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) protocol. The benefits of doing this are probably obvious, but to re-iterate, OAI-compliancy enables:

	sharing resources among communities, which increases the potential for collaborative efforts for the future
	wider accessibility of resources for end-users, when data is shared across institutions (this assumes aggregation of these resources by an institution)
	testing the metadata of resources (e.g., varying sets of aggregated resources, research into restrictions, investigation of metadata inconsistency solutions, testing user interfaces)


An OAI service provider harvests metadata offered by data providers. A data provider OAI-enables the metadata of their resources and makes this metadata available to service providers to be harvested. They do this using the OAI protocol, which is designed to be simple to implement. More about the protocol is available at http://www.openarchives.org/. 

For instance, the Digital Library Production Service (DLPS) at the University of Michigan is both a data provider and a service provider. We create metadata describing resources and make this metadata available to service providers via the OAI protocol (http://www.hti.umich.edu/cgi/b/broker20/broker20?verb=ListSets). We are also a service provider by harvesting from a variety of data providers and making the harvested metadata available via OAIster (http://www.oaister.org/) for end-users.

DLPS Role

The University of Michigan DLPS will be acting as service provider for the DSAL initiative, meaning we would harvest the metadata records of the DSAL data providers and develop a methodology for making this metadata available to end-users via a DSAL-specific interface. Our work will consist of developing this methodology, collaborating on the interface, hosting the service and assisting data providers as they develop their systems.

DLPS offers the Digital Library eXtension Service (DLXS) service, middleware for serving up large digital libraries. Data providers who are DLXS customers can use the “broker” client that comes with the installation of that middleware to become data providers. For those who are not DLXS customers, there are other clients available (a list of free tools is available at http://www.openarchives.org/tools/tools.html).

Unicode Compliancy

Unicode (UTF-8) support is a priority for the grant, in order to concretely support non-Roman alphabets. Currently, DLPS staff are working to make XPAT, the search engine that runs with the DLXS middleware, Unicode compliant. We expect complete that work by this fall, however we will still need to make our middleware, other software and servers compliant, so it is only a piece of the puzzle. It is also important to keep in mind that users who lack a Unicode font will not be able to view metadata appropriately. The interface will need to reflect this in some manner.

A good first approach would be for DLPS to work early on with one data provider with Unicode compliant data. We would then be able to test the feasibility of harvesting this data and running it through our system, and hopefully iron out problems in advance.

Metadata Standards

For data providers, there are a few general metadata standards to follow. In developing a methodology to handle DSAL metadata, inconsistencies of the sort described below will be difficult to handle across a variety of data providers. When the time comes, it may be useful for us to develop a more strictly defined set of standards for all data providers to follow (e.g., which elements should be used to handle responsible parties? how should we indicate multiple languages within a document?)

	Remove extraneous control characters added by using certain applications to create data (e.g., Word, BBEdit). Our harvester will stop harvesting if it runs into control characters. An example error is “Illegal XML character: &#xc;”
	Check that your XML is well-formed. At times, we have had troubles with data provider metadata without closing tags or with double starting tags (e.g., <identifier>value<identifier>).
	Use as many of the Dublin Core (DC) elements as you can. DC is required to become a data provider and using more is better than using fewer. The DSAL initiative as a group can decide how they will look in the interface.

Match the data to the DC elements as closely as possible. While interpretation of the elements can be difficult, the DCMI documentation is helpful (http://dublincore.org/usage/terms/dc/current-elements/). As an example of this problem, we have encountered data providers who confuse DC Identifier and DC Source regularly.
	Once you have set up your client, use the Repository Explorer (http://oai.dlib.vt.edu/cgi-bin/Explorer/oai2.0/testoai) to check that all the OAI verbs work. If the OAI verbs are not set up properly, harvesters will be unable to access the data.
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